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Boaters race in the
dragon boat race on
May 13 on Yinchu Lake
at the Changfeng Park.
The event for local
government workers
attracted more than
450 participants.

Dragon boats to duel on Suzhou Creek
Xu Wei

T

he annual dragon boat
race on Suzhou Creek
in Putuo District has
become a landmark.
Last year, the district signed
a contract with China Dragon
Boat Association, gaining the
right to organize China Dragon
Boat Open (Shanghai-Putuo
stop) on the Suzhou Creek from
2016 to 2018. This year, the 14th
dragon boat race will be from
May 27 to 28 on Suzhou Creek
along Mengqing Park.
The finals will be on the afternoon of May 28. Cultural and
art events will be the same day
at the Mengqing Park as part of

the festival.
More than 800 paddlers from
52 teams will compete.
Twelve teams from Shanghai,
Zhejiang, Jiangsu, Shandong,
Jiangxi and Fujian provinces
were selected on the website of
China Dragon Boat Association.
The other 40 teams comprise
expats, corporate workers, government officials and student
and celebrity teams.
The expats are from Russia,
Belarus, Thailand, Singapore,
Bulgaria and Norway.
To promote the race, the district’s government officials,
athletes, media representatives, TV hosts, entertainment
stars and foreign students rode

bicycles in five teams through
Putuo in late April, a side event
of the dragon boat festival. They
collaborated to form a giant
dragon boat picture scroll.
On May 28, the Mengqing Park
will also showcase the rehabilitation achievements of Suzhou
Creek. Visitors will see how the
polluted Suzhou Creek become
beautiful.
Putuo now boasts clean
rivers, impressive riverbank
landscapes and vertical greenery. This year, Putuo will build a
new area of green land covering
500,000 square meters as well
as 7-kilometer greenway and
30,000 square meters of vertical greenery.

Cyclists from home and abroad get ready to spin off at the cycling
race, a side event of the dragon boat festival.

The master craftsman who can make a pen sing
Xu Wei
In the summer of 1987, Liu Genmin, who
was then about 20, graduated from a
technical school and entered the Shanghai Hero Pen Factory. He didn’t expect
to work for 30 years at the factory’s pen
nib workshop.
Forty-eight-year-old Liu is now a team
leader of the workshop. He has received
many honors, such as the city’s “May 1”
Labor Medal and the title of 2016 Shanghai Craftsmen. As a frontline worker, Liu
has set an example to his colleagues for
his hardworking spirit.
Making a nib is the first process of pen
production. The nib’s shape and quality
determines a pen’s level. For decades, Liu
has spared no effort to learn from his
teachers and colleagues to make ideal
moulds for the nib. He has worked out
ways to improve quality while controlling costs.
The exhibition room of the factory
displays a batch of special pen samples
which have been used on historic occasions and international conferences.
Among them is a limited version of 18k
gold pen in celebration of the return of
Hong Kong to China in 1997. This pen

“China
Red,” a
14k gold
pen for the
Shanghai
Expo 2010
made by
Liu and his
team

I love to work
here for China’s
homegrown old
brand. It is a job that
requires patience,
concentration and
study.
Liu Genmin works on a nib at the workshop of Shanghai Hero Pen Factory.
was produced by Liu.
The special pen couldn’t be made
on old moulds, therefore Liu used
traditional hand-making skills to design
and produce the nib. After attempts on
more than 100 nibs in several months, he
and his colleagues created ideal samples
in time, which were highly praised by
the experts. They were dubbed heroes

of the Shanghai Hero Pen Factory.
Liu has now become the technical
backbone of the factory. The credits of
his team also include 14k gold pen for
the Shanghai Expo 2010, APEC meetings
gold pen and G20 Summit gold pen.
Hero pen is a venerable brand from
Shanghai, leaving behind memories for

generations of locals.
However, as the years passes, timehonored brands have also faced
challenges of losing their luster in a
changing consumer world. Years ago
Liu received lucrative job offers from
other pen-making companies, but he
declined.
“I love to work here for China’s
homegrown old brand,” Liu said. “Time
passing, only three graduates of our
technical school class are still working
here since 1987. It is a job that requires
patience, concentration and study.”

